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Young high-net-worth individuals differ from their older counterparts in key ways, from a greater emphasis on
international holdings to placing less of an importance on financial education.

According to a new study from OppenheimerFunds, 50 percent of young investors hold international investments
while older investors are far more biased towards their home countries, with only 38 percent having international
investments. T his data corresponds to the larger divide between the two generations, which the new study examines.
“T he millennial generation spans from age 22-37," said Ned Dane, head of private client group at
OppenheimerFund, New York. "T his is a period of significant change for young adults.
"Younger millennials, 22 to 30, are just graduating from college or have recently entered the workforce, while older
millennials by contrast 31 to 37 have been in the workforce for more than 10 years," he said. "Accordingly, the older
ones are focused on different things, such as homeownership, starting families, etc.
"Older millennials entered the workforce just around the tech crisis and experienced the global financial crisis as
independent adults whereas younger millennials were likely still in school for both.”
Shifting priorities
Over the next 10 years, a great transfer of wealth will occur from the older generation of investors, baby boomers
and the silent generation as OppenheimerFunds refers to them, to younger investors, mainly millennials and Gen Z.
T his transfer will see the majority of the world’s wealth in the hands of young investors with drastically different
priorities than their older counterparts.
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For example, the report from OppenheimerFunds found that 37 percent of young investors make environmental and
social issues a key part of their investing strategy. By contrast, only 21 percent of the silent generation makes their
investments with those goals in mind.
Additionally, 32 percent of consumers with sustainable assets confessed to not being sure of their portfolio’s total
impact on the environment. T his statistic rises as an investor's age increases, meaning that younger investors tend
to have a better idea of environmental issues and how their investments fit into them.
Finally, older investors overwhelmingly felt that a strong financial education was foundational to their continued
success. Meanwhile, only 48 percent of them are planning on passing on that financial education to their heirs.
Changing guard
T he stark difference in priorities and habits between older and younger affluents has been a recurring theme in the
luxury business as brands continually seek to adjust to what young consumers want.
For instance, the lab-grown diamond industry is poised to explode in popularity in the near future, thanks to high
interest from young consumers and millennials who are willing to spend big on created diamonds.
A report from MVI found that 70 percent of consumers said they would purchase a created or lab-grown diamond
for their engagement rings. T his represents a 13 percent increase in interest over last year’s survey that asked the
same question (see story).
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Similarly, millennials’ value-driven sentiment has changed the retail landscape, which in turn has resulted in an
increased interest in the secondhand market.
According to T he Loan Companies, a network of upscale pawn brokerages in Beverly Hills, CA, Chicago and New
York, millennial consumers have a deep appreciation for luxury brands, despite reports to the contrary. Deloitte, for
example, conducted a 2017 study that found a significant decline in luxury goods spending by U.S. consumers ages
20-34, but T he Loan Companies suggests this spend has just been repurposed to the consignment marketplace (see
story).
T his shift in priorities has seriously upended how luxury brands market to young consumers. For financial services
companies, this shift is just as important for targeting the newly wealthy generation of environmentally conscious
young people.
“Clients expect more and more from their financial advisors, and financial advisors accordingly need to broaden
their role and relevance for today’s wealthy families," Mr. Dane said. "In doing so, however, they can’t lose sight of
what is most important - that clients want to have an advisor who understands them, their goals and needs and most
importantly, deliver performance that is aligned to that understanding.”
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